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IN THE SUMMER OF 1999, SEATTLE RAPE RELIEF (SRR), ONE OF THE 

first three rape crisis centers in the US, was closed by its board of directors. 
Founded in 1972 by women who had organized a Speak Out on Rape at the Uni
versity of Washington campus, SRR began as a volunteer organization with 
explicitly feminist politics. Through its 27-year history, SRR witnessed the trans
formation of the US antiviolence movement, whereby organizations became less 
associated with a progressive feminist politic and more invested in gaining legit
imacy with professional fields such as the criminal justice system, the medical 
industry, and the social services industry. SRR itself was impacted by the profes
sionalization of a once grassroots antiviolence movement, and SRR's volunteers 
identified this shift in the organization's political identity as the main reason for 
its demise. Eventually SRR closed in a dramatic turn of events that included res
ignations of nearly the entire paid staff, the dissolution of the 70-member 
volunteer corps by the acting executive director, and significant speculation by 
the local press. SRR's board ofdirectors identified a $50,000 shortfall in its nearly 
$500,000 budget as the reason why they felt forced to close.l However, SRR's vol
unteers argued that an organization that had become such a mainstay within the 
Seattle community for nearly 30 years would not pursue the shutdown of the 
entire organization for a financial loss that was far from devastating. Instead, we 
identified a political assessment of the closure of SRR within a larger movement
based context. In a letter to all former volunteers and staff, we wrote: 

So why is [this closure] happening now? What is happening in Seattle Rape 
Relief is part of a larger national movement occurring in sexual assault and 
domestic violence agencies. The movement is attempting to streamline these 

ganizations into being more professionalized and less grassroots oriented. 
means less critique ofinstitutions that perpetuate sexual violence, no con

nection between anti-oppression theory and violence against women theory, 
less outreach to marginalized survivors (sex workers, prisoners, etc.), no com
munity based fundraising initiatiVes, thinking about survivors as "clients" 
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rather than people, and perhaps, most importantly, little to no organizational 
accountability to the community, specifically survivors.l 

Later that same summer, former SRR volunteers established a new organiza
tion, Communities Against Rape and Abuse (CARA). Unlike SRR, CARA did 
not include crisis-based services for sexual assault survivors such as counseling, 
hotlines, and legal advocacy, mostly because these services were offered by other 
existing organizations in Seattle. Instead, CAR A prioritized community orga
nizing as the primary tool to increase support for survivors. The organization's 
founders also wanted to work specifically with survivors from marginalized 
communities. Such communities have a disproportionately high rate of sexual 
violence, and survivors from these communities are less likely to have access to 
support from crisis-based institutions. Assessing the "gaps in service" by review
ing the work of other local antiviolence organizations, CARA built projects 
specifically for people with disabilities, Black people, and young people. 

CAR A did not yet have a clear and public analysis of institutional oppression 
and its relationship to the prevalence and experience of sexual violence, though 
we acknowledged that these things existed. We asserted a somewhat vague dis
tinction between being a "social service" organization and a "social change" 
organization, meaning that we did not simply want to "manage" sexual assault, 
but to seek strategies to transform the way communities confronted sexual vio
lence. However, this distinction, though meaningful, did not carry with it a clear 
political analysis ofviolence and oppression, making us interesting to city funders 
but not necessarily threatening. 

asserting legitimacy 

After the closure ofSRR, the city government reallocated SRR's abandoned fund
ing to other non-profits addressing sexual assault. Ultimately, the city decided 
to distribute the funding that was specifically for crisis services to other orga
nizations that did similar work, and the rest of SRR's funding was allocated to 
CARA. The staff at the Domestic and Sexual Violence Prevention Office, most of 
whom were white liberal feminists (and one of whom was as an original founder 
of SRR), supported funding CARA for two reasons. First, they endorsed com
munity organizing as an important strategy to address sexual violence, and they 
recognized that, with the other existing organizations providing medical and 
legal services, a group that used a community-organizing approach could offer 
a useful complement. Second, the women endorsed a multicultural approach to 
service delivery; they supported organizations that worked with identity-based 
communities recognized as "underserved." 
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However, the decision by the city to fund CARA immediately disrupted the 
relationship between CARA and the other two major anti-sexual assault agen
cies in Seattle (one is based in a hospital and primarily does medical advocacy 
and therapy and the other maintains a crisis line and offers legal advocacy ser
vices), who felt entitled to the money left over by Seattle Rape Relief. The executive 
directors of these two established agencies-both older,middle-class white 
women-were astonished that the city would want to support an organization 
started by a group of 20-somethings who were virtual unknowns in the sexual 
assault "field." The volunteer who represented CARA in most of these early meet
ings was a 25-year-old queer Black woman. (This same woman eventually became 
staff leadership at the burgeoning organization.) Her experience of racism and 
ageism was explicit in the early meetings with the executive directors and the city 
funders. In one meeting, for example, an executive director called her incompe
tent and said that CARA had not earned the "right" to this funding. Despite the 
contlict, the city provided CARA with $250,000 in 2000, allowing us to establish 
ourselves quickly and hire four full-time staff members. 

re-centering our work 

From 2000 to 2002, CARA staff created a critical shift in our identity and 
work from being a "social change" organization that provided a multicultural 
approach to antirape services to being an organization with a radical feminist of 
color and di,sabiHty politic which manifested as grassroots antiviolence projects 
and campaigns. There are three factors that provoked this shift. First, CARA staff 
spent significant time reading and discussing Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed by Paulo 
Freire, which taught us to critique the way organizers objectify their constituents 
rather than learn from them. This critique informed our organizing model of 
centering the experiences of the communities we organized and letting those 
experiences reframe the work we chose to do, and how we chose to do it. The staff 
began to figure out not just how to make antiviolence services more "accessible" 
to marginalized people, but how to have the marginalization of people inform 
how we define violence and what kind of work we would do. Andrea Smith, 
co-founder of the national grassroots organization INCITE! Women of Color 
Against Violence, describes this method of organizing as "re-centering" rather 
than "inclusion." She writes: 

All too often, inclusivity has come to mean that we start with an organizing 
model developed with white, middle-class people in mind, and then simply 
add a multicultural component to it. We should include as many voices as 
possible, without asking what exactly are we being included in? However, as 
Kimberle Crenshaw Itas noted, it is not enough to be sensitive to difference, 
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we must ask what difference the difference makes. That is, instead of saying, 
how can we include women of color, women with disabilities, etc., we must 
ask, what would our analysis and organizing practice look like if we centered 
them in it? By following a politics of re-centering rather than inclusion, we 
often find that we see the issue differently, not just for the group in question, 
but everyone.> 

The process of re-centering created political agendas at CARA is illustrated 
in the development of our campaign against the sterilization abuse organiza
tion Children Requiring a Caring Kommunity. CRACK pays $200 to women 
currently or formerly addicted to drugs to get sterilized or to take long-term 
dangerous birth controls. When we centered the experience of women of color 
and poor women who had been raped, we noted that many women used ille
gal drugs as a strategy to cope with trauma. We also noted that, as a result of 
the mass criminalization of drug users that occurred throughout the 1980s and 
90s, women of color and poor women were experiencing an unprecedented rate 
of incarceration. Further, their reproductive capacity was being demonized and 
targeted by groups such as welfare offices, public hospitals, and organizations 
like CRACK. Members of CARA's Black People's Project found CRACK's flyers 
on buses that went to low-income neighborhoods and in front of homeless shel
ters and recovery programs. They were outraged at CRACK's racist approach to 
addressing the problem of drug addiction and reproduction. Members ofCARA's 
Disability Pride Project also critiqued the anti -disability component ofCRACK's 
agenda. As a result of centering marginalized survivors, CARA recognized how 
rape and abuse places women of color, poor women, and women with disabilities 
at the intersection of multiple kinds of violence. Following the wisdom of their 
constituents, CARA developed a campaign opposing CRACK, which contrib
uted to CARA's multi-movement approach of undermining sexual violence by 
also organizing for issues such as reproductive justice and disability rights. 

The second factor that contributed to CARA's political shift was our emerg
ing relationship with INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence. INCITE! 
organized its first Color of Violence conference in Santa Cruz, California, in the 
year 2000. It brought together over two thousand women ofcolor to articulate a 
more radical conception of what is entailed under the category of "violence 
against women." CARA sent two staff members to this conference, both of 
whom were deeply moved by the comprehensive analysiS of violence, which 
included a critique of the prison industry, colonization, imperialism, and capi
talism. These members returned to CAR A with a radical revisioning of the kind 
of work they wanted to see happen within the organization. Over the next sev
eral years, CAR A worked with INCITE! on projects such as contributing to the 
INCITE!/Critical Resistance joint statement, "Gender Violence and the Prison-
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Industrial Complex.''1 Working on this statement pushed us to develop a political 
assessment of the prison industry as antiviolence activists. As a result, we orga
nized a film festival in collaboration with Critical Resistance (a prison-abolition 
organization), the first of its kind in Seattle and the first Critical Resistance film 
festival organized by an outside group. CARA also began to organize commu
nity-based accountability responses to sexual and domestic violence as 
alternatives to the criminal justice system. 

The third factor was the inauguration of George W. Bush as the president 
of the United States in 2001. Bush's radical conservatism deeply impacted the 
women at CARA and the kind of work we felt compelled to do. After 9/11, the 
Bush administration built an unapologetically nationalist, war-based agenda, 
explicitly citing imperialistic political ambitions. In a moment when many 
mainstream antiviolence organizations were silent about the war on Afghani
stan because of the liberal feminist stance that war would dissolve the Taliban 
and, therefore, liberate Afghan women, CAR A took a public stance against the 
war and mobilized its constituents for anti-war organizing. In their statement 
on the 9/11 attacks, CARA makes a connection between our primary political 
issue-sexual violence-and militarism and racism. We wrote, "We recognize 
that rape is often used as a tool of war and know that women are often the most 
brutally impacted by war. We also challenge our leadership's tokenization of the 
plight of Afghan women to justify carpet-bombing their country and their peo
ple."5 The devastating political context of Bush's "war on terrorism" facilitated 
CARA's process of incorporating a clear feminist-of-color analysis on militarism 
and colonization into our local antiviolence agenda. 

These developments at CARA contributed to an increasingly clear and radi
cal politic deeply grounded in our primary accountability to local survivors of 
sexual and domestic violence. However, as CARA became more articulate about 
our radical feminist-of-color, pro-queer, and pro-disability politic, the local gov
ernment became increasingly conservative. 

tactics for survival: solidarities and disguised identities 

Though we were funded in 2000 by the city of Seattle, each new year saw the 
executive directors of the other mainstream antirape organizations appeal to 
conservative city council members to revoke CARA's funding. This process con
tinued over the course of three years-every year, CARA applied for funding, 
and every year, the organization had to answer to the city council for some politi
cal action or stance it had taken. 

Mainstream, white-led antiviolence organizations questioned whether it was 
appropriate for CA~,!g~~ceive public funding because ofour analysis ofrape as 
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a political problem. One city council member, Richard Conlin, wanted to reduce 
CARA's funding by 75 percent, because he didn't like that we used the term "rape 
culture" in our materials. In his words, "This is a culture that has had the courage 
to confront these problems directly, unlike many other cultures."6 (A post-9/U 
world in which liberals support wars in Afghanistan and Iraq because of racist 
assessments of the "backwardness" of Arab cultures contributes to this kind of 
thinking. Conlin, generally a liberal member on the city council, was not unique 
in his knee-jerk defense of US culture, a culture in which a third of its women 
experience physical and sexual abuse from a husband or boyfriend at some point 

in their lives.7 

In 2002, faced with a shrinking revenue base, Seattle's new mayor, Greg 
Nickels, decided to reduce funding for many antiviolence programs, particu
larly those that emphasized community organizing. He justified the funding 
cuts by asserting that he wanted to prioritize "core" or "vital" human services. 
Although Mayor Nickels never clearly defined which services he identified as 
core or vital, his 2002 budget significantly cut antiviolence programs that were 
using community organizing as a strategy and that were working with marginal
ized populations. Apparently, according to the Nickels administration, shelters 
and crisis lines were vital antiviolence services, but community organizing in 
communities of color and queer communities was not. 

Mayor Nickels's proposal included a significant 25 percent reduction for 
CARA's funding, which, by this time, had already been reduced to $200,000. When 
the mayor's proposal went to the city council, council member Conlin suggested 
that the city actually reduce CARA's funding by 75 percent and reallocate this 
funding to restore the cuts the mayor had made to the other, smaller antiviolence 
programs. Because CARA had not significantly diversified our revenue, this 
dramatic funding reduction could have shut down all our programs. Most likely 
Conlin anticipated that the other programs would support this proposal because 
they presumably only cared about their own program's financial resources and 
not about the survival of CARA. We call this tactic"divide and conquer." 

However, most of the other organizations that would have benefited from 
this fiscal decision were longtime advocates of CARA. Like CARA, they were 
small and scrappy, worked with communities that are marginalized from main
stream approaches to domestic and sexual violence, were politicized to various 
degrees, and identified community organizing as a primary tool to address 
sexual and domestic violence. They recognized that CARA was like a canary in 
the mine-because we were the most explicit about our politics and the need 
for community organizing, we would be targeted first as a result of any hostile 
policies. CARA promptly contacted the other antiviolence pc.0grams that would 
have "profited" from this proposal to explain Conlin's strategy to them. Though 
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some of these organizations chose to not express concern about Conlin's tac
tics because of worries about their own funding problems, most of the programs 
were upset about the divide-and-conquer approach and wrote letters expressing 
their solidarity with CARA. They refused to allow their programs to be pawns 
in a political struggle that would have resulted in the closure of an organization 
that had quickly come to be a crucial resource in the commuriity. This organiza
tional solidarity was key in demonstrating to council members that this kind of 
manipulative funding shift would actually win them more enemies than friends. 
Further, because CARA was a community-organizing program, we had, by this 
time, successfully built a significant base of supporters, who deluged the mayor 
and city council with hundreds of letters, phone calls, and e-mails, pressuring 
the council members to come up with a different plan that did not include reduc
ing our funding so drastically. Ultimately, CARA was saved. We call this tactic 
"having each other's backs." 

After this experience, CARA tried to avoid being targeted by learning to nego
tiate the process of lobbying with local government, and subverted its language 
to fit a program that was more palatable to local politicians. We created a kind of 
dual identity-a disguised one for the city funders and an authentic one for our 
constituents. For example, in all materials designed for city officials we replaced 
the phrase "community organizing," which seemed overtly political, with the 
phrase "community engagement." Though politically and throughout our orga
nizational culture we shifted from a "multicultural inclusion" approach to a more 
radical "re-centering" approach, we used the former framework with the city 
to describe what we were doing. When we organized people with disabilities to 
mobilize against disability institutions or sponsored a teach-in for people of color 
about slave rebellions, we represented these activities to the city as working with 
"'underserved communities" to engage in "community building" and "community 
conversations" about sexual violence. This description was not untrue. Though 
CARA is a multi-movement organization, we center antirape work and think
ing in all that we do. But the fact that another purpose of these activities was to 
undermine institutional oppressions that directly contribute to sexual violence 
was simply not included in our city report. In short, we developed ways to frame 
our work that seemed "reasonable" enough for the local government to support. 

While the city attempted to control and direct our work, CARA continued to 
create ways to use city resources to do the work that our constituents led us to do. 
As CARA organizer Theryn Kigvamasud'Vashti puts it, "We realized that even 
though this is where we are right now, being stuck in a non-profit structure does 
not necessarily dictate who we are going to collaborate with in order to fully sup
port those communities that we identify or who have identified us as resources 
to build community and safety and support."s We also began to fund our explic
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itly political work with resources we received from progressive foundations 
and grassroots support. Through trial and error, we figured out a strategy to 
maintain our public funding and continue to maintain our identity as a radical 
feminist organization. 

While we remained consistent in our political work and ideas and our final 
accountability to our constituents, creating and maintaining a dual identity 
comes at a cost. This kind of"doublespeak" and "dual identity" is a common 
practice among people of color and poor people who spend time in spaces 
dominated by white people and middle-class and wealthy people. We do not 
necessarily endorse this method as a sustainable practice, but we recognize that 
oppressed people develop creative strategies for survival as we move across the 
boundaries of our own communities and communities we do not identify as 
ours. The goal is not about ensuring that our presentation to the city and to our 
constituents is the same, but to ensure that this process ofstrategic disguise does 
not undermine our actual projects and our accountability to the survivors and 
communities with whom we work. It isn't easy, and we're not sure it's worth it. 
The dissonance of maintaining a real identity and a disguised one creates sig
nificant amounts of stress and consumes considerable amounts ofprecious time 
and resources that should be spent organizing. 

By 2004, the city of Seattle's Human Services Department (HSD) experi
enced a transition in staff. The women in HSD who initially supported CARA 
left their jobs in local government in part because of the increasingly corpo
rate style in which the Nickels administration sought to distribute funding to 
non-profits. The new HSD staff issued requests for funding to antirape organiza
tions which included rhetoric defining the relation between organizational staff 
and survivors as one that is fundamentally capitalist and demanded practices 
that deeply objectified survivors of sexual violence. For example, the request 
for proposals (RFP) referred to survivors as "customers" and providers as offer
ing "products" rather than services.9 City officials wanted CARA to promise 
absurd things in its contract, such as ensuring that survivors would not experi
ence another sexual assault after working with CARA staff. CARA's strategy 
of maintaining a dual identity became increasingly more untenable. As of this 
writing, CARA members anticipate that they will not pursue another RFP from 
the city of Seattle, effectively eliminating city funding altogether. Again, we do 
not choose to do so as a way of maintaining a "purely" consistent organizational 
identity, but because we have come to recognize that we can no longer bend to 
the degree that the local government demands us to without our work and our 
values becoming compromised to such an extent that we lose focus on our bot
tom line accountability to our constituents. 

, ~,h,' 
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rethinking "communities" 

I spent a lot oftime in the battered women's movement from 1976 onward .... In 
the beginnings of that movement, there was so much community-based work. 
All of us thinking about our constituency being battered women, that we are 
battered women, battered women are US .•• 1O 

Early in the antiviolence movement, women made intimate connections between 
their own experience ofviolence and violence that survivors who sought support 
in their organizations and groups experienced. Organizers often understood 
themselves as belonging to a mutual community of women who had suffered 
from patriarchal violence. Seattle Rape Relief, for example, began from a speak
out, a mutual sharing of stories about the experience ofabuse. As the movement 
developed and became increasingly professionalized, workers were expected 
to be not "battered women" but experts with a master's degree in social work. 
Andrea Smith explains: 

As the antiviolence movement has gained greater public prominence, domestic 
violence and rape crisis centers have become increasingly professionalized to 
receive accreditation and funding from state and federal agencies. Rather than 
develop peer-based services in which large groups of women can participate, 
they employ individuals with the proper academic degrees or credentials. This 
practice excludes most women from full participation, particularly women of 
color and poor womenY 

Additionally, professionalization of antiviolence work encouraged a climate 
in which survivors became increasingly objectified (as clients or as customers) 
and pathologized. A distance between advocates and survivors was enforced 
throughout most organizations and considered much more professional and 
healthy. In fact, whereas in the beginning of the antiviolence movement, survi
vors were prioritized as workers in organizations, it is currently the case that if 
an advocate identifies herself as a survivor of rape and abuse, she could provoke a 
warning flag for employers, for if she was one of them-the damaged ones-how 
could she possibly effectively advocate on their behalf? 

Ultimately, this attitude rooted in professionalization, oppression, and inter
nalized oppression undermined opportunities for rich community building in 
the antiviolence movement. By the 1990s, Seattle Rape Relief volunteers, most 
of whom fielded calls on the crisis line, barely knew each other, meeting only at 
a mandatory monthly training. Though most volunteers were survivors of sex
ual violence, we were trained to protect ourselves from callers on the crisis line. 
"Don't get too involved," we were told, "Don't be afraid to end the call." CARA 
member Xandra Ibarra says that in a different antirape organization she worked 

; 
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at before coming to CARA, she was "pathologized as having secondary trauma" 
because she was "investing too much time in trying to organize communities or 
help them organize themselves."12 

CARA intentionally rejected the idea that there is a fundamental difference 
between ourselves and the survivors we work with.13 We understand ourselves 
as community members who are survivors of sexual and domestic violence and 
whose experience as survivors helps to inform our work and accountability to our 
constituents. Staff/community boundaries are disrupted in a number of ways. 
We prioritize leadership development among the people we organize, which 
results in many of those individuals eventually being hired as interns or staff, or 
becoming board members. We organize regular community gatherings, parties, 
and meals to facilitate community building among CARA workers, our families, 
our constituents, and even the people who live in the neighborhood where our 
office is located. CARA's office location is not confidential and is instead open to 
organizational members; they can come in, use computers and other resources, 
or hang out in the meeting space to work on projects, peruse our library, watch 
videos, have conversations and debates, or just take a nap. We attend weddings, 
funerals, baby showers, and graduations of our members. We have arguments 
and conflicts among staff, among members, and between staff and members, and 
we figure out ways to move through it. To illustrate, Theryn Kigvamasud'Vashti 
discusses how and why her own family is integrated in the CARA space. 

Our own families are what we're talking about when we're organizing these 
communities and if I was working for a non-profit that was really following 
those kinds ofcorporate non-profit policies and structures, I would not actu
ally be able to have my son at work with me. I would have to figure out a way 
to spend more money on daycare and things like that. This way, I get to actu
ally access the community ofwomen that are already doing organizing within 
CARA because everybody takes care ofthis little guy right here.14 

We wouldn't say that there should be no boundaries between staff and our 
constituents or that paid staff and CARA members have equal access to insti
tutional power within the organization.ls We believe in a balance in power and 
responsibility-people with certain organizational responsibilities need the 
institutional power to attend to those responsibilities effectively. However, we've 
developed a structure in which CARA members also individually have institu
tional influence and collectively have institutional power such that the decisions 
of CARA's staff and board remain accountable to our constituents. 

While some boundaries are healthy, the particular kind of distancing so 
prevalent within antiviolence organizations is counterproductive to any goal 
of creating connection and communities of struggle. Eliminating this differ
ence increases the potential for mass-movement building because the approach 
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becomes flexible enough to allow survivors to create the kind of relationship 
they want between themselves and the organization, including political work or 
healing work that they want to pursue. For example, one CARA member is a 
young Chicana who was first interested in CARA as a survivor of abuse, but 
then became intimately involved in the CARA community by participating in 
events or simply hanging out at the CARA space and building projects such as 
women's poetry and spoken word groups. She was eventually hired as a part-time 
organizer. She explains why it was so easy to not only become integrated into 
the CARA community, but then to go out and build community informed by 
CARA's political values with other young women ofcolor. 

It's really alienating and scary when you come into organizations-even orga
nizations that focus on your community-and it's like wait, it doesn't feel like 
it's in my community, it feels outside my community. But [CARA) is really 
flexible and open to my lifestyle. I'm really blessed to be working at CARA 
because everything is really flexible and fluid. And everything moves with you. 
lt's kind of like dancing. Like, organizations that are radical should embrace 
the movement and fluidness and listen to the rhythm of the movement of the 
people in their space and begin to check in with each other and embrace each 
other and move with each other and CARA feels like that. 16 

CARA's practice of community bUilding is deeply connected to our political 
goals. At INCITE!'s second Color of Violence conference in 2002, Angela Davis 
captures how we understand the concept of"community" when she asserts, 

I do think it is extremely important not to assume that there are "communities 
ofcolor" out there fully formed, conscious of themselves, just waiting for van
guard organizers to mobilize them into action. You know some people might 
say that there are communities in themselves waiting for someone to transform 
them into communities for themselves, but I think that's a mistake. I think it's a 
mistake because we have to think about organizing as prodUcing the communi
ties, as generating community, as building communities ofstruggleY 

We do not believe that there are "healed" survivors that are allowed to work 
in antiviolence organizations and "unhealed" survivors that must be clients 
Within those organizations. We understand the process of surviving as just 
that-a process. Therefore, we understand ourselves as building communities of 
struggle with survivors that connect with CARA through our programs, events, 
and campaigns. When survivors access CARA for support, we see them less as 
clients and more as potential comrades in a struggle for social justice. CARA 
works to actualize a vision in which we understand ourselves as equally vulner
able to being abused, as equally valuable to the survivors we work with, and, 
potentially, as equal participants in a movement for justice and a world free from 
violence and oppression. 

http:organization.ls
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Finally, as Kigvamasud'Vashti's experience illustrates, CARA's integrated 
conception of community necessarily prioritizes strategies for accessibility to 
include as many people with as many different circumstances as possible. Engag
ing a radical disability politic has taught us to put accessibility in the front of 
what it means to build communities of struggle and think critically about who 
finds this process inviting and who doesn't. Ensuring that we have ASL interpre
tation, wheelchair-accessible office spaces and event venues, accessible 
transportation options for participants and staff members, and so on, is criti
cal-and sometimes expensive. We've found that, when organizations both 
inside and outside the non-profit structure have fewer financial resources, what 
gets cut first is resources for accessibility-for people with disabilities, for chil
dren, for parents, for people whose first language is not English, for poor people, 
and for all of us who need support to participate in movement building. Though 
CARA's funding from the city sometimes undermines our community-building 
work, divesting from these funds would undermine accessibility, which also 
threatens our community-building work. We do not argue that it is necessary to 
receive funds from the state or to be a non-profit to ensure accessibility (of course, 
other non-profit organizations that receive government funding sometimes fail 
to prioritize accessibility-an ethical and political commitment is needed as 
well). However, we do assert that, as we work ourselves out of the non -profit sys
tem to fully realize our revolutionary potential, we must create alternatives to 
sustain the rich standard of accessibility that these resources have sometimes 
allowed us to achieve. 

conclusion 

CARA's story and strategies are not offered here as a model for how radical anti
violence organizations can survive within a non-profit structure, but more as 
an illustration of how, although the non-profit structure specifically works to 
undermine and threaten our organizations, we can work to practice an ethic of 
resistance and creativity nevertheless. This practice is not clean or simple and 
there are some difficult contradictions. However, because we are discussing a 
practice instead of a "model," we offer our story in a context of ongoing dis
course, learning, discoveries, and transformations. Creating a movement outside 
and inside the boundaries of the non-profit structure (as well as somewhere in 
between) is a dynamic exercise, one that we expect to refine and improve as our 
work continues. 
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